Keynote Speaker

Linda’s Most Popular Keynotes

Helping Managers, Executives and Leaders unlock their
leadership potential to achieve clarity, heightened
performance and focused action.

Let’s Chat: The Art and Science of Communicating and
Connecting

Recognized as a leadership and career development
expert, Linda is a seasoned coach, speaker, workshop
trainer and retreat facilitator in the areas of leadership,
career development, communication, confidence
building, and impact and influence, who has worked
with small to large audiences.
With extensive years of leadership, coaching and
mentorship experience, in her corporate career, Linda
was known for producing exceptional results and
relationships.
As a speaker, Linda’s audiences describe her style as
dynamic, engaging, inspirational and informative.

Build Your Network and Your Brand
3 Surprising Reasons Your Career is Stuck in Neutral and
What You Can Do About It

Author
Stepping Stones to Success, Co-author alongside Deepak
Chopra, Jack Canfield, Dennis Waitley and 18 others. A book on
strategies mastering business, life and relationships.
The Power of Women United, Contributing Author. An
informative networking book.

With shared experiences, stories, and real-world
examples, Linda will inspire, inform, and guide your
team to overcome challenges and lead them to higher
levels of performance and engagement.

“Wow! Very useable and extremely powerful learning. Linda was great! Her knowledge, experience and understanding clearly
came through and her enthusiasm and passion for the content was truly contagious. I really like the pace of the workshop and
the high impact interactive exercises really helped to clarify the concepts. Everyone left the workshop with lots of great
information.” J.M. Vice President
“Linda presented to a group of People Managers on the Topic of Networking Secrets and Branding Yourself. This was a great
presentation and the group was fully engaged. An extremely valuable session and I want to thank Linda for sharing her wealth
of knowledge.” S.B. Senior Manager
“Linda’s dynamic and informative presentation (Let’s Chat: The Art and Science of Communicating and Connecting) was well
received by all team members. It resonated, as well as gave clarity to various forms of communication. We look forward to
applying the strategies. Thank you for a great presentation.” B.W. CAE & Executive Director

To BOOK Linda, or to learn how she can help you and your team unlock leadership potential to
achieve heightened performance and focus:

(416) 617-0734 | linda@lindacattelan.com | http://lindacattelan.com

Presentation Topics
Let’s Chat: The Art and Science of Communicating and Connecting
Learn and experience simple, easy to use communication techniques to become a better communicator. Increase your
personal and professional success, develop a greater understanding and ability to direct human communication and
behavior, build and maintain rapport, and utilize the structure of language to deal with resistance, conflict, deliver
unpleasant news or to gain agreement.

Build Your Network and Your Brand
Build better relationships, make a good first impression, and build your personal brand. Learn valuable networking
strategies and brand building techniques to assist you in growing and nurturing your personal and professional
network.

3 Surprising Reasons Your Career is Stuck in Neutral and What You Can Do About It!
Get unstuck, regain control and make a huge difference in your career. Know the 3 surprising reasons you are stuck,
and the strategies that will shift you to regaining control so you can move forward with confidence and clarity.

Career Resilience: Taking Control of Your Career in Times of Uncertainty
Is your current work environment causing you to feel insecure, stuck, or just plain frustrated? Have you ever
experienced failure in the workplace that you found difficult to recover from? Learn important strategies for dealing
with uncertainty and key tactics for becoming a more resilient leader, confident and in control, regardless of whatever
is going on around you.

Boosting Career Confidence
Have you ever felt uncomfortable or out of place in meetings, or even social settings? Have you ever missed out on
something you really wanted, professionally or personally because you didn’t have the confidence to put yourself out
there? Learn valuable strategies to boost your confidence so you can take your place at the table.

3 Massive Mistakes Smart Women Make That Keep Them Frustrated About Being Passed Over for
Promotion
Learn the 3 common mistakes even smart women make, the strategies you can use now to build confidence and a
clear plan for your career that ensures your readiness to be successful.

Confident Career Planning
Learn top strategies and tactics to plan your next career move with confidence. Know the 4 key pillars of a confident career plan
and how to apply them to your particular situation to accelerate your career.

To BOOK Linda, or to learn how she can help you and your team unlock leadership potential to
achieve heightened performance and focus:

(416) 617-0734 | linda@lindacattelan.com | http://lindacattelan.com

